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The Keeling Curve is what keeps us all awake at night
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King Hubbert had introduced another curve in 1948



•We must save our oil  
for a rainy day  

•We can meet the needs 
of all humanity by 
doing more with less

It was 1966 when I realized that oil is finite
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“Those who don’t study history are doomed to repeat it. 
Yet those who do study history are doomed to stand by 
helplessly while everyone else repeats it.”



Lack of political will  
and deception prevail
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There’s a lot of hype about oil’s bright future



Confusion about supply and demand is propagated
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Those stories mask the inevitability of oil decline



The stories stretch even further when net zero 
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The Saudis and Russians clashed on Fukushima day
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And then look what happened?!
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The crash in oil demand is the visible part of the story 



The back side of the story reveals another crisis in the making
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Rig Count (Baker Hughes)



What are we up against?



Boy, have I got news for you!
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What are we really  
up against?
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It all comes down to cases—some cats got it
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It all comes down to cases—some cats got itIt all comes down to cases—some cats got it, some cats ain’t
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And now… meet our local member of the X 2 M Club
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California’s foreign oil imports have tripled in 20 years
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Arab Spring? Energy analysis gives a very different picture
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Rising  
consumption

Disappearing  
exports

Declining 
“Production”



The X2M Club has many distinguished members
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And the founding member of the X2M Club was…



… and more countries are lining up to join the club 
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from peak production to net importer

If we dare to look, our climate change poster child is Syria



The Tigris-Euphrates basin crosses several borders



… and Syrian farms are impacted by dams upstream
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They had the good life, but now it’s gone
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The Syrian conflict escalated when oil crashed



That’s over there… 

We’re over here
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We've been celebrating… but it’s a retirement party



The oil patch ain’t what it’s cracked fracked up to be
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It actually looks like this



The oil patch is deep in debt
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We have a new threat…social distancing decimates transit  
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We have a new threat…social distancing decimates transit  



Just talking about it won’t make much of an impact
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If we don’t trust transit, will we make another billion cars?
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This week in Petroleum has oil production cutback
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This week in Petroleum has gas refining & storage



With the economy in shambles, it’s time to re-think policy
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We hear a lot about sustainability these days…  
and it is often represented like this



We hear a lot about sustainability these days…  
and it is often represented like this

squeeze it in  
as a small detail 



But the economy is a wholly owned subsidiary  
of the environment



So an economy is sustainable only if it consumes 
energy slower than it can be renewed. 



Sustainability is an overused word which simply 
means survival



Climate change will change Silicon Valley
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If Silicon Valley were perfect, with zero emissions, 
what good would it do?  

3,000,000
7,400,000,000

= 0.04%
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If we are serious about survival, our only option is to 
inspire and export zero emission solutions



We can’t inspire if local policy focuses on more cars
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We can do much more, right here in river cityWe can do much more — “Right here in River City”
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We can do much more, right here in river cityWe can do much more — and do it over the hill too
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If nothing else satisfies, we can turn to the Doncar
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Sherwood Roland discovered the link between CFC’s 
(freon) & the ozone hole, leading to the Montreal Protocol



My sources are readily accessible
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Art Berman



Wake up to the power of solar!!!  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